Patchwork Puzzle
56” x 71”

Featuring:
Cuddle Cakes “Girly Girl” from The Cuddle Classics Collection
and Kozy Cuddle Solids
Fabrics:
3 Girly Girl Cuddle Cakes (ckpcakesgirlygirl)
1 yard Cuddle Dimple Hot Pink (cd-hot-pink)
3/8 yard Mod Dot Cuddle Hot Pink/Jade (ccp-moddot hot pink/jade) binding
2 1/4 yards Pretty Paisley Cuddle (ccp-pretpaisley hotpink/jade) backing

Notions:
60” x 75” Warm Bond® by The Warm Company (batting optional)
Thread for machine piecing and quilting
SCHMETZ® Size 90/14 stretch needle
Walking foot
505® Spray and Fix by ODIF Adhesive
OLFA® Rotary Cutting Supplies
Dritz® Flat Flower Head pins
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Begin by separating your Cuddle Cakes into four piles of
twelve squares each, mixing and matching as you like.
Pile one for large squares, cut to 8 5/8” square.
Pile two for medium rectangles, cut to 7 3/8” x 8 5/8”.
Pile three for small rectangles, cut to 6 1/8” x 7 3/8”.

From the hot pink Dimple, cut three 5 1/2” x WOF strips and
join together, removing selvedge edge. Cut into two 5 1/2” x
60 1/2” strips and add to the sides of the quilt.
Cut two more hot pink Dimple 5 1/2” x WOF strips and cut
into two 5 1/2” x 55 1/2” strips for the top and bottom of the
quilt.

Pile four for long rectangles. From each square cut one
4 1/4” x 9 7/8” and one 3 5/8” x 9 7/8” rectangles.
Seam allowances are 1/4”. To keep fabrics from shifting, pin
pieces together well, before sewing.
Begin by stitching the long rectangles into pairs, one of each
size. Add a small rectangle to the unit.

Stitch the large squares and medium rectangles together in
pairs, then add to the unit, large square on top.
Make twelve 15 1/2”blocks.

Arrange the blocks in a 3 x 4 setting, rotating the blocks as
you like, into a pleasing arrangement. Stitch into rows, then
stitch the rows together.

Use the spray adhesive to adhere the batting to the backing,
then again to add the quilt top. If you are not using batting,
adhere the backing and quilt top together.
Quilt as desired.
From the Mod Dot yardage, cut six 1 1/2” x WOF strips and
join together with diagonal seams to make your binding.
Bind as desired.

